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0. ABSTRACT

This master’s dissertation is about the 
development of a strategy that is able to alleviate 
and change in a sustainable way the mismana-
gement  of the inherited architecture and its his-
tory; also serving as an example for future cases.  

In the following case study, we try to recon-
nect the municipality of Muide, in Ghent, 
with the city itself. We analyze how to give 
back a promising future to this village, wi-
thout losing its identity as an industrial harbor.  

We are not only looking to reach the physical con-
nection between Ghent and its inhabitants, but we 
are also aiming to achieve the intangible connec-
tion where the values of the past, implicit in the 
manual work, in education and based on coope-
ration that have been forgotten, become essential 
resources for the construction of a sustainable 
future. Subsequently, the manual work, the tech-
nical skills, and all the knowledge would entail, 
once again, a valuable discipline that will help to 
improve the social and economic situation in 2050 

The restoration project of the neglected Loods 26, 
in the Old harbor of Muide, will mean a change 
towards a sustainable future having as main goals 
to ensure and restore the lively image of a naval 
port, the education of the workers, and their fu-
ture residence in it. Having as a result a Producti-
ve Uban Hub; a permeable and multidisciplinary 
building, which breaks the boundaries of the nei-
ghborhood with the canal, and creates a direct 
connection between them, for the transport of 
people and goods throughout Ghent and its su-
rroundings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW - Issues in 2020

We begin the story of the Loods 26 pro-
ject with a general overview and pre-
mature image designed during the first 
week. This image has been with me sin-
ce the beginning of the thesis and it allu-
des two great points, which will be re-
peated throughout this entire booklet: 
The adaptability of a constructi-
ve system and The Identity, or the 
history that joins each scenario.  
Our scenario will be the old port in Muide, 
located in the north of Ghent, not so close 
from the centrum where the main   develo-
ping area is located. 
Muide has suffered a disengagement throu-
ghout the last 70 years, therefore the first 
questions to which we must answer are:  
-what has happened and why?  
There are FIVE major problems that 
affect the current situation of cities such 
as Ghent, and these problems affect pe-
ri-urban areas, geographically far from 
the center, which have been forgotten.  
The following points are developed on the 
succeding pages: Mobility is a key factor 
in the following project, for two reason: 
The first, gasoline vehicles must move to a 
background stage to live in a healthy and 
livable environment. And second, the poor 
connections with peri-urban areas that nu-
llify the possibility of easy access by sustai-
nable means of transport, such as the bicy-
cle. Housing, the poor adaptability to the 
new system of single person families. More 
space is needed, and also a new system to 
help improve the current situation for the 
future needs of the inhabitants of Ghent. An 
economy based on naval commerce, which 
has neglected these spaces, leaving them 
obsolete, polluted and far from the daily life 
of those who were born in this city. Taking 
away their heritage and culture. Nature 
and ladscape, green spaces are needed to 
decrease the ecological footprint and to re-
vive the city.
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Image _1 1st Sketch_Loods 26
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 CITY SCALE ANALYSIS
1.2.1 Ghent related to Muide
 -Mobility - Connections

We are directly facing one of the biggest gene-
rators of problems, Mobility. If we take into 
account that Ghent is a city that has gradually 
managed to bring the circulation of cars to the 
outskirts of the center, reducing pollution, ma-
king it easier to travel with other means, bicy-
cles, trams, buses, by foot... We might think that 
it is a small improvement towards the future. 
-But what happens in that perimeter far from 
the nucleus of Ghent? This is the case of Muide, 
a peri-urban area where the impact of traffic is 
much bigger. To access Muide from the center 
there is only one way - Voormuide street. This 
fact present a danger for those who choose more 
sustainable means of transport. The huge con-
gestion on the N424 national road makes the 
industrial area even less attractive.
In this project we will try to go back to the past 
and find a way to link these peripheral areas 
with the center again, but in a sustainable way 
that helps improve the situation in Muide.
Throughout the project, the idea will be the use 
of the canals as an identifying link for the trans-
port of people and goods in Ghent. Developing 
renewable and ecological Boat prototypes  (Zero 
impact Boats) without polluting and generating 
a benefit for both the municipality itself and the 
city, reconnecting them through water. 

Above: Image 2_Hand drawn 
Itinerary from Center to Muide
Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Below left: Image 3_Hand 
drawn City Scale waterways 
mobility plans.
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Image 4_ Scheme of the Mobili-
ty Road System in Ghent

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 CITY SCALE ANALYSIS
1.2.1 Ghent related to Muide
 -Housing - Population

Currently there is a great demand for homes 
for one person families. Times have changed, 
and the large families of 4-5 people have been 
reduced to 3 and in many cases to 2. However, 
in Ghent we see that the trend is upward in the 
case of single-person homes.
It is not a viable solution to build new homes to 
meet this demand, therefore we have to adapt, 
and try to use the spaces that have become obso-
lete and obsolete over time. This will be the case 
of several future projects in Muide, and one of 
the fundamental principles of the Loods 26 case, 
where you can live and work in a restored and 
intervened space of the past, without thinking 
about a completely new construction for this 
purpose.
If we look at the map, we can highlight two cu-
rious facts, firstly the tremendous residential 
density linked to the center of Ghent and its pe-
rimeter, (Muide) and secondly, the problem of 
peri-urban areas, which are far from the center, 
being spaces less attractive to reside because of 
the difficult mobility if not by car.
How does it affect Muide? The map shows the 
high residential density that is concentrated on 
this island. If we compare sizes, this small island 
concentrates more residential density than other 
areas on the outskirts. It turns out to be a cheap 
area to live, with an immigrant population that 
has been forced to live in these perimeter areas 
for its own economy. In a way, it is discrimina-
tion and in this project we seek equality that is 
recognized thanks to the cooperation between 
the city, Muide and the Village project. Above: Image 2_Hand drawn 

Different Spaces, Protected Re-
sidential houses and Heritage.
Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Below left: Image 5_Stadistics of 
the occupancy of the households 
in Ghent.

Source: https://provincies.inci-
jfers.be/jive/report/?id=tabell-
enrapport_huishoudens&input_
geo=gemeente_44021
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Image 6_ Scheme Residential 
density in Ghent

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 CITY SCALE ANALYSIS
1.2.1 Ghent related to Muide
 -Economy - Wealth

The economic sectors linked to the city of Ghent 
are various, from tourism to the service sector, 
including the tiny primary sector with culti-
vation areas. But its main base is commercial 
transport and industry. Specifically the manu-
facturing industry. This is why the Muide area 
plays a fundamental role for Ghent. Both Muide 
and the Port of Ghent (in the north) represents 
the largest economic contribution of the city, 
thanks to the export of many manufactured 
products.
For this reason it is vital to preserve its history 
and its legacy. However, the situation in Muide is 
not the best, nor the most attractive. Despite the 
fact that it is an industrial area, currently living 
in muide is not an option, it is practically an obli-
gation. Not so many years ago this municipality 
encompassed the values   of living and working in 
the same space.
The modern industrial spaces of the New harbor 
to the east have consumed practically 38% of 
the island’s total space. In turn, the old harbor to 
the west has failed to develop, and has somehow 
become outdated and obsolete for the years to 
come.
This has created a lack of interest and of respon-
sibility, which is visible when we walked throu-
gh the streets. The city of Ghent has not taken 
responsibility, nor has it been involved in provi-
ding a sustainable solution for the new inhabi-
tants of Muide and the need to provide jobs and 
homes to meet the demand for unemployment 
and  individual homes. 

Above: Image 7_Hand drawn 
Future accesses from Center to 
Muide and arround Muide
Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Below left: Image 8_Metadata 
from StadGent, Economic grow-
th - No data from industrial 
Sector

Source: https://gent.buurtmo-
nitor.be/dashboard/dashboard/
economie/
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Image 9_ Scheme of Economic 
cores in Ghent

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 CITY SCALE ANALYSIS
1.2.1 Ghent related to Muide
 -Nature - Health

Nature plays a fundamental role in the life of the 
inhabitants of any city. The city needs a revita-
lizing proposal for 2050 where water and green 
spaces are linked to interaction spaces. In the 
city of Ghent there are several proposals that 
will be carried out over the years, such as the 
development of eight green fingers that pe-
netrates from the outskirts to the center, along 
with the main accesses and water canals; or as 
the development of two green rings around the 
most urban areas, one outside and one inside.
Luckily, this outer ring reaches the Muide island 
in its most conflictive area, the access via N.424. 
This proposal will take this island to a greener 
future, where the circulation of automobiles, 
(although it will continue to be necessary) will 
decrease and will be diverted, facilitating a con-
nection for the most ecological and sustainable 
vehicles, such as bicycles.
Currently in Muide green areas with water are 
following the regular pattern in Ghent; there is 
no discrimination in this area. Even thinking of 
Muide as an industrial area, throughout its cen-
ter there are several green areas, and both public 
and private gardens that work collaboratively in 
the development of collective gardens and other 
functions related to ecology. The greatest diffi-
culty lies with the industrial ports, which take 
the human scale to the industrial scale drastica-
lly, and act as big boundaries that prevent the 
easy access to water canals and the advantages 
of this location.

Below left: Image 11_Hand 
drawn City Scale real future 
Proposals, 8 green fingers + 2 
green rings 
Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Above: Image 10_Hand drawn 
Actual + Future green spaces 
in Muide
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Image 12_ Scheme of the Nature 
in Ghent

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Below left: Image 14_Oma Oude 
Dokken Model Masterplan

Source: https://oma.eu/pro-
jects/gent-oude-dokken

Below Right: Image 15,16_Oma, 
Oude Dokken Collage project

Source: https://oma.eu/pro-
jects/gent-oude-dokken

1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 CITY SCALE ANALYSIS
1.2.1 Ghent related to Muide
 -Landscape - Identity

Ghent is a medival City and as such its lands-
cape and skyline reflects it. That is why the va-
lue of the visuals of these landscapes around the 
city center, are protected. However, not only the 
medieval stamp has a historical value, also the 
industrial landscape is essential to understand 
Ghent.
The landscape that we have in Muide and along 
the port reflects the history and legacy of Ghent, 
a city of working-class origin, of manufacturers 
and handicraftsmen - workers. Therefore, this 
landscape must be taken care of, but not sim-
ply as an frozen image in history, but as a living 
memory that transmits history and its values   for 
the construction towards a more sustainable fu-
ture.

Rem Koolhass’s studio, Oma, has taken a decisive 
position regarding the visuals and the landscape. 
In the Oude Dokken project, Oma talks about the 
importance of open spaces connecting with his-
tory, with the environment and with industry. 
This unbuilt project is located in Damport, a pe-
ri-urban area very similar to Muide due to its 
geographical conditions. This is a fundamental 
vision that we will apply to Muide, reconnect 
the inhabitants with their surroundings, and 
not discern between the center and the peri-ur-
ban areas, because these areas could represent a 
change and a place to go, to get lost in its history 
and in their own landscapes.

Above: Image 13_Hand drawn 
Visuals and Open Spaces_
Lanscape 
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Image 17_ Scheme of the Lands-
cape and Protected Heritage 
Visuals

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Below left: Image 19_Oma, Vi-
sion for Damport. Oude Dokken 
Project

Source: https://oma.eu/pro-
jects/gent-oude-dokken

1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 CITY SCALE ANALYSIS
1.2.2 Muide and The Village

After an analysis of the 5 elements: 
Mobility, Economy, Housing, Nature, Identity 
related to society and the economic system, we 
delve further into Muide. 
It is here in the downtown area where we will 
intervene as a Village.
Urbanistically, we will apply the concepts stu-
died on mobility, open green spaces, meeting 
areas, the restoration of obsolete architectures, 
different uses of spaces, and the interaction be-
tween the different projects that build up the 
Village.
We will have the opportunity to revive Muide, 
considered today a back side of Ghent that will 
become an open space to the waterfront. The 
direct connection established from the Loods26 
project with Ghent will be essential to solve the 
curent mobility problems.
The fundamental premise to start working in 
this municipality will be adaptability, and be-
ing able to work with what exists.

Above: Image 18_Hand drawn 
sketches from the village mobi-
lity and Green spaces 
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Right Image 20_ Scheme of 
Village topics and locations
Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Left Image 21_ Scheme of Villa-
ge relations and topics
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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CHAPTER 2:  VILLAGE SCALE
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2. VILLAGE SCALE
2.1 VISION

Reclaiming the Common sources is the com-
mon vision for the Village. This vision is based 
on the ideas of two authors: Elinor Ostrom and 
Jeremy Rifkin. Firstly, we analyze the current 
situation of Muide, an overcrowded center be-
tween two industrial cores, the old harbor, pa-
ralyzed in its extension, and the new harbor, 
currently under development. This immigrant 
population faces many disadvantages, from the 
difficulty of moving around to the lack of resour-
ces and means to be self-sufficient as a village.
Elinor Ostrom’s groundbreaking research es-
tablished that it is possible to collaboratively 
manage common pool resources, or commons, 
for economic and environmental sustainability. 
She identified the conditions or principles which 
increase the likelihood of long-term, collective 
governance of shared resources. Although these 
principles have been widely studied and applied 
to a range of common pool resources, including 
natural and digital commons, there has not been 
a serious effort to apply them to the urban com-
mons. To say that the city is a commons is to 
suggest that the city is a shared resource ‘’open 
to and shared with many types of people. In this 
sense, the city shares some of the classic pro-
blems of a common pool resource’’ the difficulty 
of excluding people and the need to design effec-
tive rules, norms and institutions for resource 
stewardship and governance.
However, Jeremy Rifkin goes further in his ideas 
about the technological future and the impor-
tance of the link between the different topics. 

Below: Image 22_Hand drawn 
sketches based on the Jeremy 
Riftkin Vision

Drawn by: Berker Akin
Village work

He describes how the emerging Internet of 
things is speeding us to an era of nearly free 
goods and services, precipitating the meteoric 
rise of a global Collaborative Commons and the 
eclipse of capitalism.
Thinking in 2050, and looking into the pre-
sent moment a formidable new technology in-
frastructure -the Internet of things (IoT)- is 
emerging with the potential of pushing large 
segments of economic life to near zero marginal 
cost in the years ahead. Rifkin describes how the 
Communication Internet is converging with a 
nascent Energy Internet and Logistics Internet to 
create a new technology platform that connects 
everything and everyone. Billions of sensors are 
being attached to natural resources, production 
lines, the electricity grid, logistics networks, re-
cycling flows, and implanted in homes, offices, 
stores, vehicles, and even human beings, feeding 
Big Data into an IoT global neural network.
Both authors mention the globalization of the 
data and the idea of uniting the knowledge in a 
single database that can be shared as a primary 
resource in order to achieve cooperation among 
the inhabitants. In this way, we can achieve a 
self-sufficient village, which also serves as a 
point of reference in the city, and not as a space 
marginalized from it. A data system is needed 
that helps the inhabitants to intervene in various 
fields, where we are learning how to live toge-
ther in an increasingly interdependent global 
Collaborative Commons.
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Above: Image 23_Hand drawn 
sketches based on the Jeremy 
Riftkin Vision

Drawn by: Village team

Bellow: Image 24_Hand drawn 
sketches based on Elinor 
Ostrom

Drawn by: Berker Akin
Village work
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2. VILLAGE SCALE
2.2 COMMONS

Our village corresponds geographically to 
the upper middle part of the island of Mui-
de, where the central core of it will be the 
school, as a center of education and lear-
ning. The topics that we have studied indi-
vidually are: Mobility, education, food, ma-
terials, energy, space and health. All of them 
submerged in the vision of ’’reclaiming the 
common sources’’. 
Therefore instead of these principles that 
elinor speaks in his writings, we will apply 
his vision using ‘’ the rules of the village ’’. 
Setting goals as well as conditions to achie-
ve a sustainable and self-sufficient future 
for Muide. 
Following the rules mentioned in the Village 
booklet, we are all physically interconnected 
and also thanks to the technological infras-
tructure, also virtually. We share the data, 
dates, problems, needs and resources that 
each of us needs thanks to the general ne-
twork data village. 
This system helps to achieve two principles: 
teaching and adaptability, whose objectives 
are cooperation and diversity. In the case of 
the Loods26 project, the study is mobility. 
One of the main focuses of attention due to 
the problem of disconnection with the rest 
of the city.
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Image 25_Collaborative drawing 
by the Village Group
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Below left: Image 27_Vision 
of Reconnecting with the Old 
harbor Graphic. Main Points
Drawn by Frank A.V.O

2. VILLAGE SCALE
2.2 COMMONS
2.2.1 Mobility Vision

2020
Muide has been denied from Ghent ensemble. 
Since the work in the old port in the late 1920s, 
and the creation of a new, larger harbor, the area 
has been virtually closed by industry. This has 
caused the immigrant population to be pushed 
to reside in this nucleus, where the old workers’ 
residences have been left empty, or where the 
officially protected residences prevail for them. 
It is indeed a foreign nucleus “expelled” due to 
the bad connection to the center. The lowest area 
of the island, on Port Arthurlaan Street, has a 
constant heavy vehicle load, very dense and hea-
vy. The only access for pedestrians and vehicles 
from the center of Ghent is through extremely 
narrow and busy streets, Muidepoort and Voor-
Muide.
Therefore, it is important to be able to work fine 
in our village to solve the topis of mobility and 
connections between residents and foreigners. It 
is about opening muide, reviving perhaps forgo-
tten means of transport.
Currently, the road access to Muide is tedious 
and around 15 minutes by car from the centrum 
with a direct access to the road; cyclists may feel 
it also complex and dangerous; the 50 minutes 
walk for the pedestrian makes any shared acti-
vity between Muide and Center impossible; and 
the train and the tram are the most comfortable 
option but still of a long duration.

Above: Image 26_Hand drawn 
sketch, People  boat transpor-
tation *13min* from Muide to 
Center
Drawn by Frank A.V.O

2050
We believe that the solution lies precisely in the 
identity of the old port and how goods were 
transported. In 2050 people will be able to cross 
the channels of ghent again as a direct means 
of transport, where interconnectors, such as 
damport, Portus ganda, Lieve, Rabot will con-
nect these cores with the center, establishing a 
path between the different districts of ghent and 
bringing to its people and their particular acti-
vities. 
Bringing back the old mean of transportation - 
navigate - with the new sustainable boat system 
that can transport peoples and goods arround 
the city.
Reconnecting with the Old Harbor
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Left Image 28_ Map of Ghent 
Mobility Roads And Canals

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
 -Choosen Site

-How can we go back to get closer to the future?

-How can we make a sustainable Hub from what 
is already here?*

The following questions will accompany me 
throughout the research process about Mui-
de and Loods 26, and will be answered in the 
chapter 3.
I will develop in depth the choice of the Loods 
26 Warehouse for my Thesis project located in 
the Voorhaven. This building is located at the 
West side of Muide next to this old Canal for-
merly known as: Canal terneuzen.
Before delving into the history of Muide and the 
Voorhaven, I would like to reflect on the current 
image of this place and its problems:

Muide retains many mobility problems, not only 
in its connection with Ghent, it also has large as-
phalt roads and overcrowed streets of vehicles 
that make life on the streets impossible.
New orleanstraat and Port Arthurlaan streets 
need drastic change. The urban planning for the 
diversion of cars to Arhurlaan straat has already 
been approved. It means an opening in the exis-
ting congestion in favor of the residential area. 
Turning New orleanstraat into a grand avenue  
with greenery keeping pedestrians as a priority.
As there is no permeability at the extremes of 
the island (The Old and New harbor), the trans-
versal streets have a close end (a high wall), ma-
king them monotonous and narrow.

Left Image 28_Location of the 
Loods 26 in the Old harbor.
Drawn by Frank A.V.O image 
from Google-maps

The plaza-roundabout infrastructure that the 
Loods 26 building shares with the school is too 
big for little vehicle traffic and works practically 
like a parking lot, distorting the beautiful image 
near the water of the canal.

Public spaces and gardens are lacking of a func-
tion or a value. They are treated as wide, green 
spaces, but they dont have a function.
However, there are small proposals in private 
and communal gardens where small orchards 
and activities related to nature are carried out. 
These spaces could be better rearranged in pu-
blic spaces.
The element that stands out the most is the 
number of houses and inhabitants in Muide, 
however they have been pressed between the 
two harbors, making it difficult to extend them 
or improve their quality of life. Some of these 
houses date from 1800 and are protected by 
Unesco, but Muide hosts an immigrant popula-
tion that demands more and more houses.

VOORHAVEN
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Left Image 29_ General 
masterplan for Muide, location 
of the site topics and urbanistic 
proposals.
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.2 THE BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

How we arrived to this situation in 2020, is re-
lated to the history and evolution of Loods 26 in 
Muide, which I will explain below.
Loods 26 had under its metal structure, several 
units with different owners, but all these units 
were destined to naval work. One of the big pro-
blems of this warehouse is the individualism 
of each unit and the non-cooperation between 
workers in the same sector under the same roof. 
At the end, the lack of identity due to a lack of 
responsibility will cause the degradation of the 
entire place.
What once was a marvelous work of enginee-
ring in 1910, a slim, long, permeable, and entire-
ly metallic structure, was now a closed, polluted, 
and degraded space.
Curiously, this ugly image had nothing to do 
with the dynamic image that kept alive the iden-
tity of the place throughout the entire old har-
bor, along with the contiguous loods contempo-
raries to this one
This pavilion has been tarnished through the 
years by the search for an economic benefit be-
yond a large warehouse / container for mate-
rials and goods. Therefore, it was enclosed, se-
parated, and bought by different owners.
The main guideline for reaching the vision is: 
“Creating a sustainable place where everyone 
has the same opportunities to learn, live, and 
work in a healthy environment”
The first mission will be to bring Muide to Ghent 
again. Where the main problems are the mobi-
lity, the physical distance, and the poor connec-
tion to the island (Muide)

Left Image 30_Collage of 
images from the West side of 
Loods 26

Collage and pictures taken and 
done by Frank A.V.O

For these reasons, I made a plan with the fo-
llowing goals:

-Recover the essence of the place through archi-
tecture
-Revive the building with a diverse and multi-
functional program
-Solve current problems for 1 person families
-Maintain the naval program, but offering a be-
tter and more sustainable system with 2050 in 
mind
-Bring the nature and water of the canal closer 
to the neighborhood by establishing a direct 
connection.
-Promote teaching and start-ups related to han-
dcraft services. For all ages and nationalities.
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Image 31_Comparison between 
reality and project vision.

Collage and pictures taken and 
done by Frank A.V.O

Old
Rusty

Polluted
Boundary
Neglected

Upcycled
Sustainable
Healthy
Permeable
Interesting
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Image 32_West Side picture 
from neglected Units  

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O

3. RESEARCH
3.2 THE BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
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Left Image 33_ West Side, the 
Old harbor 

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.2 THE BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

Image 34_West Side picture 
Waterfront and Repairing boats

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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Image 35_ West Side picture, 
Waterfront and Repairing boats

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.2 THE BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

Image 36_West Side picture, 
Lack of responsibility and inte-
rest. 2 year old sunken ship  

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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Left Image 37_ West Side 
picture, daily waste materials, 
pollution.

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.2 THE BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

Image 38_West Side picture, 
working on the Water. Repair 
System from Ketels company

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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Left Image 39_ West Side pictu-
re, working in the units, Repair 
System from Ketels company

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.2 THE BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

Image 40_East Side picture, 
Back enclosed side of the Units  

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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Left Image 41_ East Side, the 
boundaries: The wall, The 
fence. Green scenario without a 
purpose

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.2 THE BUILDING AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

Image 42_East Side picture, 
Rusty joints and structural 
problems. 

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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Left Image 43_ East Side pictu-
re, Humidity and bad execution
of the brick wall

Pictures taken by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.2.1 THE BUILDING - LOODS 26

Currently this division is very strong. The 
division not only exists in plan, also looking 
at the West Elevation from the Canal. 

The current brick facades, follow different 
rhythms, there is no coordination nor com-
position between them. 
Due to a lack of communication between 
workers in the same trade, the unit does not 
exist.
The profession below Loods 26’s roof con-
sists on the repair and design of boats, in 
fact, many owners work in the same spe-
cialty (lights and electrical problems) cau-
sing their business to decline economically. 
This also affects the state of deterioration 
of the building.
A curious fact is that many of the owners 
who once obtained part of Loods 26 in  the 
30’s maintain, nowadays, their property, 
and even one of them stresses:
“this remains the same as when I obtained 
it”

This fact speaks of a lack of responsibili-
ty, and a lack of identity. Loods 26 has been 
reduced to a place, although it seems incre-
dible, silent, closed, diffuse, rusty, conta-
minated and even abandoned.

Many units are in disuse and others have 
been abandoned for years. On the contrary 
several have joined together in a ship repair 
corporation called Ketels, which has main-
tained (although not in the best way) the 
brick facade and has managed to keep the 
business stable so far.
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Image 44_Current situation 
of Loods 26, 2020. Different 
Ownership.
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Right below Image 46_Map of 
Ghent in 1771

Source: http://www.geopunt.
be/

3. RESEARCH
3.3 THE HISTORY OF THE OLD HARBOR
 1700-1850

We have reached a point, in the municipality of 
Muide, where changes are needed to help and 
facilitate the lives of its inhabitants. If we look 
back at 1700, the medieval walls that 
locked up Ghent, also encircled what would now 
be the New Harbor. Therefore Muide was part of 
the City, as it was given enough importance to 
build a fort on the East side. At that time and un-
til the beginning of the 19th century, these lands 
would only be used for farming. It was impor-
tant farmland since the water flowed through 
the canal on the West side, what we know to-
day as Old harbor. This Canal was vital for trade 
and transport in the 19th century, it was the only 
connection by water with the rest of the cities 
and adjacent countries for the trade of goods 
and products.
That is why between 1810 and 1850 the first 
houses were established  in Muide for farmland 
and textile transportation, establishing a wor-
kers’ union, handicraftmen.
Therefore the question of how we can return 
to the past, without forgetting the needs of 
the century in which we live, is fundamental. 
It is about IDENTITY, one of the fundamental 
principles of this study. 
-How can we get back Muide’s identity? 

The answer will be in the water, the connection 
of the canals arround Ghent and the Cities. 

Obviously the possibility of recreating a past 
base on farmers and manufacturers is not feasi-
ble, nor necessary. 
The fundamental  and useful part that we extract 
from the past is  the use of water as a mean of 
communication and relationship, giving back 
part of the identity. This identity based on what 
will constitute a naval port from 1830 through 
the textile industry that thanks to maritime tra-
de will get a place into the Belgian economy.

Left below Image 45_Map of 
Ghent in 1712

Source: http://www.geopunt.
be/
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Right Image 47_Map of Ghent 
and Muide in 1800

Source: https://www.research-
gate.net/figure/Military-map-
in-1892-just-after-city-toll-was-
abandoned_fig1_262195640

Left Image 47_Map of Ghent 
and Muide in 1846

Source: http://www.geopunt.
be/
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Below Image 50_Voorhaven in 
1890 Loods 23

Source: https://be-
eldbank.stad.gent/

3. RESEARCH
3.3 THE HISTORY OF THE OLD HARBOR
 - Voorhaven 1850-1910

Using the second principle of this study, ADAP-
TABILITY, we can solve the second question. 
The existing Loods 26 building needs to 
adapt to the new future reality. 
-But how will we execute it?
Following the discourse of the history of Mui-
de, between 1830 and 1850, the port of Ghent 
and the Muide area became major exporters of 
textiles. For this reason and its proximity to the 
Terneuzen canal (Old harbor canal - West Side) 
7 Loods will be built. 
The purpose of these Loods was to store and 
preserve the various textiles, machinery, manu-
factured goods, and other materials. In addition, 
from the construction of Loods 20 in 1860 to 
the completion of Loods 25, almost 22 years had 
passed. The same “Lood” was replicated 6 times. 
It will be the last one, Loods 26 Warehouse, 
which would be distinguished by its dimensions 
and elongated morphology. This building, unlike 
its predecessors, was completely open and was 
used only as a warehouse.
In order to meet the growing industry demand, 
the city of Ghent decided to build a new outer 
port on the Ghent-Terneuzen canal in the ear-
ly 1880s (the new harbor). Between 1882 and 
1890, the city engineer Emile Braun realized 
the hypermodern and very compact Voorhaven, 
which at the time was very modern.
Unlike what we can find today when walking 
through the old port, in the year 1890, it was full 
of life, movement, action, workers leaving and 
entering the different Loods. 

Above Image 48_Voorhaven in 
1860 

Middle Image 49_Voorhaven 
in 1880

Source: https://beeldbank.stad.
gent/

There was life, and these workers resided in 
Muide, therefore they lived and worked in the 
same place, it was then “self-sufficient”
The Loods 26 project is not just about going back 
to the past to look to the future, but also about 
bringing the life and work of a naval port 
back to 2050.
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Above Left Image 51_Voorhaven
1912

By: Edmond Sacré
Source: https://www.uitin-
vlaanderen.be/agenda/a/de-
voorhaven-in-gent/eee2aeca-
2977-4403-8fa4-f12fc4dc5078

Above Right Image 52_Map of 
Muide in 1930

Source: https://beeldbank.stad.
gent/

Middle left Image 53_Voorha-
ven in 1916

Source: https://www.
flickr.com/photos/ivande-
boom/6649339171/in/photos-
tream/
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3. RESEARCH
3.3 THE HISTORY OF THE OLD HARBOR
 -Loods 26 1910- 2020

Loods 26, whose construction was completed 
around 1902, is a wonderful completely metallic 
structure, where cotton and other materials 
were stored and where cranes traveled the rai-
ls along the port from loods 24 to our building. 
However, as we have already seen, we have not 
inherited the transparent and permeable image 
of a warehouse from the beginning of the 20th 
century. The evolution of this building is unique. 
After many changes in industry and commerce, 
this warehouse took a different path, and ins-
tead of receiving only manufactured products, 
they began to keep products from different 
sources, such as food, or frozen products. Saving 
these products forced a change in the open spa-
ce to a closing system in some points with large 
freezers, and also adding closed rooms for other 
materials.
Between 1948 and 1980, the symmetrical image 
of the ship was affected, and it was decided to 
completely intervene the canopy of almost 230 
meters on the west side (Water Side). For two 
reason: Due to the impact of light and for the 
placement of the different boats near the Buil-
ding, that in some cases due to the height of 
these boats were damaging the cantilever of the 
structure. 
It is on these dates too, where the number of wa-
rehouses destined for storage falls into disuse. 
And for this reason the ship that once functioned 
as a unit, is divided and sold to several owners, 

Above Image 54_Hand drawn 
sketch, evolution of the Original 
Structure Loods 26

Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Below Image 55_Hand drawn 
sketch, Other solutions to close 
the Facade, 1940

By: Engineer from StadGent 
Source: Archive, Black Box 
Ghent

closing it with brick walls from top to bottom. 
The inhabitants did not have a relation with the 
building anymore. There were proposals to close 
the space in other ways, without it being a com-
pletely opaque façade, but they were rejected for 
economic reasons. (Image 54)
Between these years it was decided that the acti-
vities of these spaces should always be related to 
the restoration and design of boats.
After this analysis of history, we can conclude 
that Loods 26 needs to return to being a pla-
ce to live, coexist, and work in an open and 
transparent way. This building must become 
permeable again. The canal water becomes a 
common thread for people and goods again, 
bringing Loods 26 closer to the inhabitants 
of Muide. And lastly, the ship repair and de-
sign program will be maintained, facilitating 
learning and teaching in new sustainable and 
ecological ships by 2050.
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Above Image 56_Picture from 
the Original Structure of Loods 
26 in 1910

Source: https://beeldbank.stad.
gent/index.php/image/watch/
ca44b0be3bbc425392a07af-
de9944d16cd2e69741a574c9e-
94f6f9dc186d91e1112585c8c2a-
6c3b1a38e111014aff8b6

Below Image 57_Collage 
drawing of Loods 26 Structure

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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3. RESEARCH
3.4 THE ORIGINAL STRUCTURE

The original structure is build up with 23 
units. Each unit is made up of two porti-
cos, on the x axis, and two porticos on the 
y axis, creating a rectangular mesh of 14 x 
10 meters.
Two symmetrical cantilevers are extended 
at their ends on the x axis, which extend 2 
meters more, therefore the total structure 
covers a space of 18 meters in length on the 
transverse axis.
The metal beams are welded to the pillars, 
in 1902 they were welded on site. The beams 
and cantilevers have a width of 75 centime-
ters, with a thickness of 7 cm in their blades, 
which configure the cross shape inside the 
beams.
The pillars have a height of 6.8 meters, 
from their trunk-conical base to their cylin-
drical capital welded to the beams of both 
axes. The total height is 7.5 meters from the 
ground floor to the top of the beams.
The roof substructure is made of wood, 
using pairs and straps, a ridge of 2 meters 
is made from the top of the beams. Offering 
a total height of 9.5 meters from level 0. 
The saddle roof is covered by large wooden 
boards and these in turn serve as support 
for the anchorage of overlapping steel ti-
les. Under these tiles there is a waterproof 
sheet.
Currently the structure remains the same 
there has not been a restoration process 
since its construction. In the new project 
of loods 26, after the future opening of the 
blind brick walls, the original structure 
will be intervened, recovering the original 
image. The most damaged metal elements 
will be restored, making their restoration 
visible due to the color and tone of the new 
material, and the roof structure will be pla-
ced where it is necessary following the same 
construction process for the 3-pitched roof 
(after the 1948 cut of the cantilever West 
wing) with wood treated for exterior at-
mosphere, and protected from water.
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Image 58_3d Analysis, dissec-
ting the original structure of 
Loods26
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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CHAPTER 4:  THE PROPOSAL
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.1 REFERENCES

The references have been decisive for the exe-
cution of my project. I will develop the NDSM 
reference, Kunststad. The project takes place in 
a complex similar to the Loods 26 site at Muide’s 
Old harbor. In 1937, the Nederlandse Scheeps-
bouw in Droogdok Maatschappij (NDSM, the 
Dutch Shipbuilding and Dry dock Company) 
that was the largest ship-building company in 
the world. This ship wharf, located in North 
Amsterdam, was a large center of production 
before it went bankrupt and closed in 1984 and 
has since stood abandoned. Thanks to citizen 
involvement, the NDSM complex functions as a 
small village where everyone participates in the 
various leisure activities and start-ups, in a sus-
tainable way. The Kunststad is part of one of 
the interventions that took place in the NDSM 
complex. The architects Dynamo, together with 
the artist Eva de Klerk developed a system where 
small spaces would be built under a large-scale 
lood, which would be professionally intervened 
for its construction, but finished in an artistic 
way by the inhabitants themselves.
-“To get as much creative freedom and diversity 
as possible, it was decided to build only cascos: 
a framework of steel and concrete, that could be 
finished by the artists and entrepreneurs them-
selves.” - Eva de Klerk
-“As a result of the active involvement of its in-
habitants, NDSM wharf into one of Amsterdam’s 
creative hub. Artists, creative businesses, sus-
tainable start-ups, innovative housing projects, 
cultural organizations, media, unusual restau-
rants... It all fits perfectly with NDSM. ”

Above Image 59_Reference of 
Matadero House, Madrid, by 
ICA Architecture

Source: https://www.plata-
formaarquitectura.cl/cl/02-
105564/nave-16-matadero-ma-
drid-ica-arquitectura

Below Image 60_Reference of 
Fenix Cafe, Rotterdam, by Mei 
Architects

Source: http://www.fenixfood-
factory.nl/

The reference in the Madrid of the ‘‘slaughter-
house‘‘ is interrallated with this type of heredi-
tary industrial architectures. The architects of 
The Studio ICA, empty the space to give promi-
nence to the industrial architecture, where open 
spaces are versatile and meet the user’s needs 
depending on the situation. It is a restoration of 
the singular structure, thinking about its orien-
tation, visions, spaces, and sensations.

The sustainable and recycled image of Café Fe-
nix, in Rotterdam, has also been of great help 
for the designing process of Loods 26. On the 
contrary, the program is already established, 
but it is still flexible, since the spaces are not 
permanent. Both the furniture and the enclo-
sures are up-cycled products, where they gave 
a second life to these waste materials. This fact 
will be vital for the Loods 26 project, which aims 
at the Adaptability and flexibility of the spa-
ces, based as well as Kunststad’s example on the 
Cooperation and interest of the inhabitants.
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Image 61_NDSM, Kunststad, 
Amsterdam, by Dynamo Archi-
tecten

Source: https://www.iam-
sterdam.com/en/see-and-do/
things-to-do/activities-and-ex-
cursions/overview/kunststad
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.2 MISSION AND PRINCIPLES

After analyzing the problems and establishing 
a clear vision with objectives, we delved a little 
further into the Proposal for the project. 
-‘’ Create a sustainable place where everyone has 
the same opportunities to learn, live, and work in 
a healthy environment ’’-
We will need to follow some basic Principles, 
which will be our Goals for the development of 
the project.
First, the Permeability of the warehouse; It is 
necessary to return to the original image, not 
only to recover part of the identity of this pla-
ce, but also for bringing the inhabitants closer to 
the old harbor and its direct connection with 
the water of the voorhaven.
Second, for the design of the new space we will 
use the Matrix of the structure itself, following 
the dimensions established by its beams and pi-
llars. The design of the spaces will depend on the 
needs of the inhabitants and the collaboration 
with the village to establish a program that can 
be complemented together with the repair and 
design of the new ecological boats.
Third, upcycle the tracks; the rails through 
which the old cranes, wagons and train carria-
ges used to move arround the harbor have been 
neglected. The principle is about giving a value, 
a function to the tracks, where the work that is 
now carried out inside the units can emerge out-
side and be shared with the inhabitants, making 
them visually participate in the, assembly, crea-
tion and transportation of ships .

Image 62_Hand drawn sketch, 
Basic Principles for the develop-
ment of Loods26

Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Fourth, the value of Cranes; as we have already 
mentioned, it is about giving back the identity 
of a transparent workspace that identifies the 
old harbor. It will be necessary to work: under 
the cover of loods26 with the implementation of 
small crane-bridges, and outside with the large 
cranes for working on the water.
And finally, the use of these new boats produced 
by the new Productive Urban Hub - Loods 26, 
for the Transportation of people and goods 
throughout Ghent. It is about trying to solve the 
mobility problem, which makes it difficult to 
connect with the center. Reacting against pollu-
tion in favor of ecological and sustainable water 
vehicles.
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Image 63_Hand drawn sketch, 
Vision perspective of the new 
Loods26

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.2 MISSION AND PRINCIPLES
4.2.1 THE PHASES - I II III IV

The distribution of the Warehouse is divi-
ded, each owner owns at least two units, we 
must proceed with caution. 
The project cannot be solved in one phase, 
therefore it has been decided to divide its 
design and execution into 4 phases. 
A series of interior spaces will be created 
following the Kunststad precedent, which 
will carry the different needs of the inhabi-
tants to transform this space into a Life + 
Work  open building - Productive Urban 
Hub.
-2021- In the first phase the neglected spa-
ces will be intervened. The northern units 
that correspond to the units, 2,3 and 4 be-
long to the same owner who has neglected 
their maintenance for many years and cu-
rrently has no use. (Unit 1 will not be inter-
vened, since it is the only one that has been 
intervened and works as a gallery on the 
ground floor and a dwelling on the upper 
part).
-2022- In the second phase, we proceed 
to intervene the most deteriorated spa-
ces that have not been restored over the 
years, where their function has been super-
seded due to the competition with the other 
units. (It is the case of repair of electrical 
installations of ships, where the Ketels com-
pany also performs the same function)
-2025- In the third phase and assuming the 
success of the previous ones, we will intervi-
ne the ketels company. However, it will be 
just a 50% intervention and drastic change 
in its design system. Transforming the re-
pair program for old ships into a program 
to repair new sustainable and ecological 
ships. In addition, teaching and learning 
spaces are integrated in it for the new inha-
bitants of Muide.
-2030- The new proposal culminates with 
the fourth phase, where Ketels is transfor-
med 100% following the new typology and 
morphology of the spaces. Its program is di-
vided into two phases - Design and Repair 
Ecological Boats; and the Educational 
system on this trade.
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Image 64_Scheme of the Evo-
lution of Loods26, The different 
phases.

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
 -NEW STRUCTURE

The hubbox will be a prototype based on the 
Kunststad reference from NDSM, which we will 
place under the Loods 26 cover that will contain 
the new program.
The Hub-Box structure is a prefabricated metal 
structure. The beam and pillar parts are trans-
ported to Loods 26 through the Old Harbor and 
the parts are bolted and assembled on site.
Two principles have been considered for the di-
mensions of the new structure: 1. That it fits and 
coordinates with the existing structure of the 
warehouse. 2. That the spaces are modular and 
adaptable.
The tubular section of the pillars and steel 
beams is 20x20cm with a thickness of 1.5cm. 
The maximum dimension of the beams ranges 
from 8.80 meters to 12 meters; and the pillars 
between 6.80 meters (intermediate pillars) to 7 
meters (pillars at the ends)
The total dimension of a Hubbox is from 9.20 m 
to 12m, dividing its parts into modules: 3 modu-
les of 3.75 meters on the Y axis, and two modu-
les of 4.5 meters on the X axis.

Following the example of Dynamo Architecten 
in NDSM, and varying the dimensions, heights, 
and modules, I have achieved a professionally 
made structure that can provide different uses 
and spaces inside, being flexible and adaptable 
at the same time.

Above Images 65, 66_Kunststad 
Project NDSM 
*detail structure*

Source: https://www.
yumpu.com/nl/document/
read/20435581/nai-2007-2008-
pdf-eva-de-klerk

Below Image 67_Reference for 
the Kunststad Project NDSM 
*detail structure*

By: Eva de Klerk
Source: https://www.
yumpu.com/nl/document/
read/52168618/kunststad-
ndsm-werf-ccaa
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Image 68_3d Proposal for the 
first Hubbox Structure

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.1. PHASE I
 

Phase I represents the start of the chan-
ge. The first Hubbox will be assembled 
(following the suggested prototype) inside 
the units that have been forgotten and ne-
glected. By numbering the units from right 
to left, the brick walls of units 2, 3 and 4 
will be demolished. This is when the first 
challenge begins: to stablish a system that if 
it manages to work, the result will mean a 
change for the entire warehouse, and it will 
enable cooperation and union Loods26.

These units are currently in the worst con-
dition, they have not had any type of resto-
ration since 1948, and no specific use has 
been defined for them either.

The change will be palpable only with the 
demolition of the brick walls that allow the 
lost permeability to part of the building. A 
direct visual connection is created from the 
central square roundabout, and a possible 
future connection to the school
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Image 69_Sketch of the Evolu-
tion of Loods26 and surroun-
dings, Phase 1

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.1. PHASE I
 -Evolution of the Design

The metal perimeter structure that configu-
res the space will be professionally built. The 
assembly on site will take about 2 to 3 days 
with the help of 5 operators and 2 small lifts. 
This box represents a piece to “play” with, to 
move and manipulate throughout the building 
and intervene in different ways. Many options are 
possible when 1 Hubbox meets another, howe-
ver, the interior spaces are completely different. 
Therefore, what would happen if it were only half 
a Hubbox? or even what happens when interior 
spaces need more space than a single Hubbox?  
The first possible proposal is based on pha-
se 1 of the intervention: to occupy the space 
of the neglected units. The Hubbox element 
is divided into two spaces, a lower one and 
an upper one, separated by a prefabricated 
prestressed alveolar slab, assembled on-site. 
Image_71 represents a first proposal that 
wants to define certain values, such as those 
of openness, unity, materiality, and nature. 
It is important that the space that will be crea-
ted meets the real needs of Muide and the city, 
and that it also serves as a precedent to start the 
construction of the other Hubbox.

Image 70_Analysis of the diffe-
rent possibilities of the Hubbox 
- Adaptability

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Image 71_First Axonometric 
sketch of 1 possible solution for 
the First Hubbox

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.1. PHASE I
 -First Design Approach - Hubbox

However, the enclosure of the space will be 
done by the user who rents or buys this space. 
This implementation in the project is essential, it 
is about making the tenant not only aware of the 
space, but also participate in its construction.
We aim to lead the new inhabitant of Loods 26 to 
understand, learn and transmit new knowledge 
of assembly and construction, which at the end 
means “use your hands”. A concept that loods 26 
carries in its soul, a place of workers and manu-
facturers.
The enclosure will have a series of conditions 
and rules that will be stipulated in THE MA-
NUAL, *see point 5 Of this Booklet*. The ma-
nual is a compendium of instructions where the 
user can easily and graphically understand and 
build their own space following rules and ins-
tructions. The different typologies of spaces that 
are contemplated in Loods 26 are reflected on 
the manual and therefore the doubts are also re-
solved. From “which materials should I choose 
or how should I intervene in a space,” without 
the knowledge to do so.
Another fundamental principle for the construc-
tion of these spaces is artistic freedom for the 
facade cladding, where the material that close 
the structure will always be decided by the user.

Above Image 72_Waste 
materials from Rotor Opalis 
Warehouse

Source: https://rotordb.org/en/
projects/opalis

Below Image 73_Waste mate-
rials reused for the enclosure of 
the Hubbox 

Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Following the manual, it is stipulated that the 
material for the finishing layer must meet the 
specific dimensions with thickness limited by 
its weight and it must be a material from waste 
material.
In Muide and throughout Ghent we find many 
abandoned materials that are left and that could 
be optimized. It is the case of references such 
as Rotor Opalis, a company that collects these 
materials. These companies give a second life to 
many materials from construction, demolitions, 
and even in Muide, from the destruction of large 
ships.
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Above 74_Perspective-Montage 
of the opening in the Loods 26 
+ 1 Hubbox

Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Below Image 75_First  section - 
elevation approach for possible 
solution for the First Hubbox

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.1. PHASE I
 -Ground floor_ 1.150

In this partial scale of the masterplan, we 
can see that with few changes the situation 
of Loods 26 improves enormously. 
Firstly, facilitating mobility with a cycling 
route along the streets adjacent to the buil-
ding.
The historic fence, which turns out to be 
protected as a heritage asset, cannot be 
torn down or destroyed. However, if we can 
‘’ move it ’’ and give it another use within 
the project. It will allow the inhabitants of 
Muide to come into contact with the su-
rroundings of Loods 26 and become a more 
friendly access.
We place this fence discontinuously to crea-
te cross-sectional accesses to the building.
The large esplanade of grass that accompa-
nies the integrity of the building will have 
a function. Taking into account the rules 
mentioned in * Village Booklet *, Berker 
Akin, with his project based on the topic 
Food, establishes that one of the rules is to 
provide an area in each project of the villa-
ge, for the cultivation and development of 
different fruits and vegetables. Therefore 
this environment will be perfect. In addition 
the two houses located to the East next to 
Loods 26, began with their small cultivation 
privately in one of these green areas, but 
now we can make it extensive.
The function that host the new Hubbox, 
responds, in this case, to the need for a pla-
ce for the little ones, relating Loods 26 to the 
educational project of the School. This new 
start-up is a care space for children with 
extracurricular activities, where they can 
develop their skills with their hands and ac-
quire knowledge of the naval field. Also du-
ring the mornings it will work as a tourist 
information point to learn more about the 
heritage and history of this building. It is 
a center of interaction for the new inhabi-
tants of Loods 26 with Muide
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Image 76_Plan of the Phase I, 
Ground floor 
Scale 1:150

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.1. PHASE I
 -Upper floor_ 1.150

Above this new Start-up we will establish 
an are for residential purposes. Building a 
new housing space inside the Warehouse. 
As we have previously mentioned, the de-
mand for single person housing needs to be 
met. These spaces will be connected, live 
and work in the same module.
Another rule of the * Village Booklet *, wi-
thin the topic ‘‘ space ’’ is that in each pro-
ject that makes up the village, the residential 
spaces will be linked to the working areas.
Firstly the access to this level will be made 
through the only system of stairs and eleva-
tor as the future accesses of the other hub-
box. These homes will have around 40m2

Once the success of the fundamental prin-
ciples has been achieved: permeability, 
cooperation, identity, adaptability and 
promoting this system to solve the pro-
blems of the future, the construction of 
the second phase begins as indicated in the 
plan. The structure is screwed and connec-
ted to an existing hubbox. Building the se-
cond house next to the first, with the same 
typology of housing. Soon they will build a 
new community that resides, works and 
shares their life in the new Productive 
Urban Hub.
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Image 77_Plan of the Phase I, 
Upper floor 
Scale 1:150

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 -Two network Strategy

Before beginning the development of Phase II, 
we have to mention the integration of a new 
system that guarantees the division of the Loods 
26 building and its surroundings into two main 
areas. It will be apply the System of 2 Networks, 
Sybrand P. Tjallingii, following a self interpreta-
tion of it. 
We will divide our spot in two major regions, 
Fast lane and a Slow lane. At the same time, we 
will subdivide these two into another two minor 
lanes. 
1.Slow lane = 1.1 Residential existing neighbor-
hood + 1.2 Green Area; 
2.Fast Lane = 2.1 Productive Urban Hub + 2.2 
Water Mobility
In general terms the slow lane environment asks 
for landscape ecology that can work on the ba-
sis of the ecology of diversity. Activities support 
landscape diversity and even urban agriculture 
ultimately serves landscape diversity. The fast 
lane landscape, on the other hand, supports the 
efficient productivity of activities. This includes 
the industrial ecology of recycling, waste treat-
ment and waste prevention strategies.
From a planning perspective the slow lane envi-
ronment requires for strategies of co-operation 
and key involvement from non-profit organisa-
tions, both private and public. In the fast lane, 
strategies for competition are the driving force.  
    

Above Image 78_Scheme based 
on Sybrand P. Tjallingii

Source: https://www.
researchgate.net/publica-
tion/281207281_Ecopolis_Stra-
tegies_for_Ecologically_Sound_
Urban_Development

Below Image 79_Diagram by 
Sybrand P. Tjallingii. 2 Networ-
ks Strategy

Source: https://www.
researchgate.net/publica-
tion/281207281_Ecopolis_Stra-
tegies_for_Ecologically_Sound_
Urban_Development

There can be no fence between the two worlds 
of course. They need each other and should be 
planned as a polarity of magnetic fields that pre-
vent conflicts and support a synergy of activities. 
New principle aded to Tjallingii scheme: -Multi-
functional Spaces
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Below Image 80_Own interpre-
tation into Loods 26 based on 2 
Networks Strategy by Sybrand 
P. Tjallingii.

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 
 

Phase II begins, and with it, the restoration 
of 50% of the units that make up the wa-
rehouse.
Four new Hubbox are going to be built, con-
tiguous to the first one following an order. 
The units that had become obsolete or ser-
ved as storage were purchased and transfor-
med into new service spaces on the ground 
floor and living spaces on the top floor. 
Units 5, 6, 7, 10 and 11 will be demolished, 
as the services they provided to this repair 
center are out of competition against the 
Ketels company. In addition, these spaces 
need a restoration of their facades, therefo-
re the owners are also looking forward to 
the new change.

Two important spaces are developed. An 
open space that will correspond to the 
market, and two new closed spaces. The 
first corresponds to the canteen that com-
bines 3 hubboxes on the ground floor, and 
the second corresponds to the storage area 
and minimum services necessary for new 
start-ups.
On top of these new hubboxes the individual 
residences will be built for the new commu-
nity of Loods 26. Each of these residential 
units will be completely different from the 
other attending to the user´s needs. But 
they shared the constructive method fo-
llowing the manual and the emplacement 
of the sanitary area.
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Image 81_Sketch of the Evolu-
tion of Loods26 and surroun-
dings, Phase 2

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 -Ground floor_ 1.250
 

In this second phase, a larger space is deve-
loped, the canteen. Rather than splicing the 
space with the adjoining area from Phase I, 
we will leave a permeable open space be-
tween the two Hubbox to ensure, first, that 
permeability remains as a goal and to crea-
te accesses and exits that can solve problems 
with evacuation from the second level. The 
canteen is a space where to share experien-
ces, eat and chat, an area for the exchange of 
opinions and congregation of classes. From 
the wealthiest classes working in the new 
Loods 22 and 23, to parents together with 
their children after leaving school. The can-
teen will be an autonomous space, allowing 
food to be brought by the inhabitants of 
Muide, or to cook on its installations. In ad-
dition, it is an adaptable space, which can 
be folded and extended towards the “Slow 
Lane” and extended transversely to have a 
total and direct connection with nature and 
the water of the canal.
The market, where units 11, 10, 9 and 8 
were located, would suppose a huge influx 
of people in Muide. By combining the ideas 
of the “Food” project and establishing small 
bazaars throughout our Village, we will be 
able to attract the curious and the inhabi-
tants of Ghent to these points and take a 
tour arround all of them on specific days.
The central-plaza remains as an open, 
flexible and permeable space. The old train-
tracks are restored and expanded by linking 
the spaces related to the canal with the trac-
ks that have remained on the large green es-
planade (slow lane). The project encourages 
the restoration of the old carriages and 
wagons that are scattered throughout the 
Old harbor, in order to achieve an Up-cy-
cled element. In this case we will use them 
as small stalls where we can trade with the 
ecological products of the small crops and 
orchards of our project and also from the 
adjacent projects of the other village’s mem-
bers. Turning this space into a core for the 
development of different activities, being 
thus adaptable. It may also work as a stage 
for lectures, meetings, or conferences under 
the roof of the old warehouse.
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Image 82_Plan of the Phase II 
Ground floor 
Scale 1:250

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 -Analysis of the Living Units

The design process for the residential units 
has been complex. At the end, we choose a 
simple solution, but it does not the easiest 
one. 
The proposal is about creating only two 
spaces inside a house. A Sanitary area, fa-
cing East, facing the neighborhood. And a 
Living area, facing West with a view of the 
port, the water.
All the houses will share two components: 
-1. In the west orientation there will be a 
transparent complete façade. (Accordion 
window, from ceiling to floor) 
-2. The sanitary space is always located 
on the east façade, facilitating the system 
of supply and sanitation facilities for all of 
them.
The living space will be an open area, where 
there are no partitions, nor division between 
spaces. It works as a single space, where the 
basic objects to inhabit are arranged.
The distribution will be open and varied  
depending on the interests and needs of 
each guest.
The kitchen is integrated with the sanitary 
space; and it will always be so, since it fa-
cilitates the installation by modules of the 
kitchen components and the discretion of 
the water, gas and light installations by the 
only intermediate wall of the house, that it 
shares with the bathroom.

*Note: The construction system and all the  
details are reflected in point 5.
The manual- A5-Booklet will be attached 
to this one
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Image 83_Collage and diagrams   
of the Residential units. Same 
typologie, different distribution

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 -Upper floor_ 1.150

This second level corresponds to the en-
tirety of the new and small community of 
entrepeneurs that resides in the hubbox, 
which also works on the ground floor in the 
different start-ups and in the company of 
Ketels.
With the current system presented we can 
create up to 9 residences. It has been deci-
ded to avoid building more residences, sin-
ce the other projects linked to the Village 
attend to the strong demand for 1 person 
families homes and it is not the lait-motive 
of our project (This is the case of the Topic 
SPACE). 

The houses have an optimal design, accor-
ding to their orientation, dimensions, and 
most importantly, the common spaces. Each 
unit has 4.20 x 10.50 constructed meters.
Another rule from Topic Food, is to establish 
hydroponic crops relating the inhabitants. 
Among the non-contiguous houses, we will 
establish two small hydroponic cultivation 
areas that will be taken cared by the inha-
bitants themselves. These receive the water 
collected from the large pitched roof surface 
of   LoodS 26, (This water collector is shared 
with the village).The hydroponics breathe 
renew and fresh air into the inside spaces 
of the complex. 
In addition, following one of the rules from 
the Topic Health within the Village, we will 
create a space for the physical and mental 
care of these inhabitants, sharing a positive 
state of mind that is essential for residing 
and working in the same emplacement.
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Image 84_Plan of the Phase II 
Upper floor 
Scale 1:150

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 -Upper floor_Zoom 1.50
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Image 85_Plan of the Phase II Residential Units Scale 1:50
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 -Context Section _1.100

The cross section has been made based on the 
development of phase II, facing the north direc-
tion. In this section we can understand the dis-
tinction of two main spaces. 
In the upper part, the Residential Unit with the 
two zones: living + Sanitary, separated by the 
kitchen modules; and at the bottom: the can-
teen that extends its program to both sides of 
the building.
The image attempt to locate the reader in the 
context of Muide. Taking into account the di-
mensions of the space, heights, the distance of 
the water from the building and where the other 
residential buildings that make up the Muide 
neighborhood are located.
The project also seeks the reorganization, not 
only of the building, but of the situation of the 
ships in the water. Establishing a fixed place for

the existing houseboats; food production ships 
and those that are moored at the edge of the port 
for their future repair in the units of the Ketel’s 
company. 
It is between this phase and the next one where 
the development of the new mobility of Ecoboats 
will take place. We aim for the most efficient de-
sign for both systems: the new boat design and 
repair system and for reorganizing them in 
the water.
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Image 86_General Context Sec-
tion of the Phase II residential 
Area 

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE II
 -Hubbox Detail Section _1.50
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Image 87_Detail Section Phase II Residential Area & Canteen   Scale 1:50
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
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Image 88_Collage Perspective of the interior of one Residential Unit at night 
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 -Boat System, Before VS After

Before beginning with the discourse about the 
evolution of the project in phase 3, we have to 
emphasize on is happening on the other side of 
the Voorhaven shore. It is located an historical 
Port that has more than 102 years of naval tradi-
tion, dedicated to the restoration of large ships. 
At the moment both loods 26 and this Dry dock 
carry out similar functions. Therefore it is im-
portant to make a choice.
It has been determined that the best solution for 
both establishments is to keep the existing dry 
dock system, as something related to the old sys-
tem, with the identity of the place (rust, oil, full 
metal structures...)
In the other hand, the building of Loods 26, whe-
re our project stands out, will work as a center 
of sustainable boat design and repair. We will es-
tablish a distinction between the two compa-
nies. If we start thiking about the future today, 
taking into account more renewable proposals 
where the means of transport reduce Co2, NOx 
,Sox and PM10 contamination, we could achieve 
a more sustainable future.
The new mobility of people and materials throu-
gh water thanks to renewable energies will be a 
milestone in Ghent, which could be replicated in 
other cities for the same objectiv: to achieve a 
healthier future.

Below Images 90, 91_Voorhaven 
Port in 1912, 

By: Edmond Sacré
Source: https://www.uitin-
vlaanderen.be/agenda/a/de-
voorhaven-in-gent/eee2aeca-
2977-4403-8fa4-f12fc4dc507

Above Image 92_ Reference 
Scheme for the location of Big 
Ships Center Repair & Loods26

Source: Google maps 
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Above Left Image 93_Analysis 
of the Flows, and program of 
the Shipyards

Drawn by Frank A.V.O

Below Images 94, 95_Current 
Situation of the DRY DOCK

Source: https://www.portservi-
ce.be/en/

Above Right Images 96, 97_
Examplo of Eco-Boats for the 
future mobility

Sources: https://plugboats.
com/three-electric-boat-compa-
nies-changing-the-world/ 
https://www.facebook.com/
cityboatslisbon/
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 -Research Sustainable Boat Design
 

The design of the new boats is based on the 
structure of the catamaran. Perhaps it is 
the most optimal and oldest structure in the 
current naval market. 
We begin the design of the its shape from 
its primitive form. It is necessary to create a 
system of fast ships, since the energy sour-
ces used, although unlimited, have their 
own time / efficiency limit.
That is why the design of the catamaran 
streamlines the ship, and also it is a light 
system, it is easy to build, transport and as-
semble by parts.
Currently there are many materials that 
could offer this lightness. This is the case 
of plastic bottles that end up anywhere, 
polluting the water canals or even in par-
ks and gardens in the immediate vicinity of 
Muide. It has been proposed a collection of 
these plastics for a previous analysis of the 
floating possibilities of a ship with a clus-
ter-shaped structure of plastic bottles.
Thanks to the community and their coope-
ration we will be able to bring education and 
learning about sustainable means and also 
to incorporate the identity of the harbor on 
the repair of ships to those most interested.
It is about creating an air chamber with reu-
sed upcycled elements, such as plastic bott-
les. This example is just an experiment

At the moment the catamaran design con-
templates three fundamental aspects, ener-
gy, materiality, and shape. We will deve-
lop each point in the following pages.
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Image 98_Sketches of the 
evolution of boat designing & 
Research

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 -Energy Sources - Waste Recycle 
 

Energy as a topic. Within the design of 
the new boat, we will have different energy 
sources and consumers of it. 
In the image 99, we graphically develop the 
different sources, and how we can take ad-
vantage of the waste that has been genera-
ted in the Boat. We want to achieve a boat 
that is as self-sufficient and sustainable 
as possible Zero impact Boat.
The 2 main energy sources will be: The 
photovoltaic panels on the roof, genera-
ting the greatest amount of energy thanks 
to the sun; and the hydro-turbines, which 
thanks to the water hits against the blades 
of these turbines generate a movement this 
is the kinetic energy that will be stored.
As secondary elements that provide energy 
we will have: 1. Manual elements inside the 
ships, which generate kinetic energy. 2. Two 
small windmills, wind power. 3 And finally 
the kinetic energy produced by the bicycles.
The consumers are: the generator motor, 
or impeller and the engine. These will use 
the energies of the primary sources, while 
consumption systems of the video, lights, 
security, monitors and navigation will use 
the secondary energies. For example, users 
who place their bicycle on the boat will be 
able to pedal and produce kinetic energy to 
provide secondary sinks.
The waste of the occupants of the ships du-
ring the journey can also be recycled. Solids 
for energy production and storage, biomass 
(Topic: Energy). And liquids to get better 
fertilizer (Topic: Food)
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Image 99_Sketches of the ener-
gy sources needed & how to 
recycle the waste of the Boats

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 -Boat Materiality & Construction 

The design of the ships will be the following 
indicated in image 100. The dimensions will 
variable, depending on the use of the Boat, 
whether it is for people or merchandise, 
and within these we will have boats from 
10 meters to 15 meters in length. The height 
of the boat will never exceed 4 meters and 
the width 6.5 meters. (measures related to 
Loods26 spaces for execution and design)

The materiality of the system fulfills 2 
main functions. The relationship with the 
repair system (Topic: Materiality), another 
project within the village responsible for the 
reuse of some materials. Thanks to the villa-
ge we will obtain products such as recycled 
aluminum, essential for the bow and stern 
of the boat, as metal reinforcement. And on 
the other hand for the creation by 3D prin-
ters of the structure and structure of our 
boat.

In the case of the experiment with the plas-
tic bottles they are placed in a cluster inside 
the 3D lattice for their buoyancy, that is how  
they function as the third lightweight com-
ponent * air gap *
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Image 100_Sketches of the Final 
Design, construction, shape and 
materiality

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 -The Design of the Eco-BOAT 
 

This image represent how it would be the 
end result, where we obtain a totally Eco-
logical Boat for the transportation of 50 
people per trip. 
With an autonomy of 8 hours from its full 
charge, storing the energy in batteries on 
the hydro turbines, which interconnect the 
sources with the consumers.

-The scientific data is real and based on exis-
ting similar models. This data also includes 
the standard models of photovoltaic panels, 
motors, turbines, navigation systems, etc.

-------------------------------------------------

Main Data:  

-MODEL: Recycle Catamaran 
-LENGTH: 11,90 mts. WIDTH: 5,30 mts. 
-PROP: 1,40 mts. FRETWORK: 0,60 mts. 
-WEIGHT: 12 ton.
-ELECTRIC DRIVE: 
 -2 inboard motors 20 kW / unit   
 electric.
 -2 LiFePO4 battery banks (120   
 kWh). -40 solar panels (325 Wp /  
 ud). 

-CAPACITY: 56 passengers. 
-MINIMUM CREW: 2 crew. 
-PERFORMANCE 
 Maximum speed 6.5 knots 
 Cruising speed 5 knots 
 Autonomy at 5 knots = 8 hours.
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Image 101_Final Eco-Boat 
Design, dimensions, sources, 
and data.

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 -Boat System, Before VS After

With this prototype we have managed to solve 
one of Muide’s biggest problems. The disconnec-
tion with the center of Ghent.
The strategy is based on connecting the different 
stops through which Boats of this size can circu-
late today. We have also consider the future crea-
tion of small boats designed for a maximum of 
10 people that can circulate on other routes and 
make this port an area for inhabitants, visitors 
and also tourists.
From the Voorhaven, the transport of people by 
the Eco-Boats can take two directions, the direc-
tion to Rabot and Patershol, by VerbindingsKa-
naal, or continue their route by Damport by the 
Handelsdok canal.
The different Stops are associated with the old 
docks, or piers, that can be found around the 
city center. In these piers, there are spaces for 
the parking of private boats, therefore Loods 26, 
with the help of the Ghent Public service, would 
establish a contract where they will bea llow to 
restrict a space for the exclusive use of these 
Eco-boats in order to establish a dynamic circu-
lation for the inhabitants of Ghent.
The Boats that transport merchandise and 
goods, will circulate through the rest of the 
channels, collecting waste materials, machinery, 
organic waste etc. We can even connect the sys-
tem to the existing national system of the Real 
Harbor at the North of Ghent. It will relate na-
tional transportation with Loods 26.

Image 102_New Mobility Eco-
Boats, transportation for people 
and goods.

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Image 103_Map for the new 
Mobility Eco-Boats, transporta-
tion for people and goods.

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 
 

Continuing with the evolutionary history of 
our project, we reached the third phase.

After the development and success of the 
second phase, the Ketels company will have 
to accept a new change. 
The system of construction and repair of 
old ships will become an educational and la-
bor design and repair system of sustainable 
boats.
Since Ketels practically covers the units 12-
23, we will divide its development and ex-
tension between phase III and IV.

In this phase some units are shot down, es-
tablishing and inserting the following Hu-
bboxes.
The organization on water is also fully deve-
loped. The Eco-boats have their official dock 
within the complex of the new Productive 
Urban Hubb. Vegetable-producing dwe-
llings and housing-boats are placed close 
to the northernmost dwellings. A check-in 
dock is established for smaller boats that 
still need repairs. And the docks associated 
with Ketels are restored and evolved, taking 
into account the dimensions and new desig-
nings of the ecological boats.
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Image 104_Sketch of the Evo-
lution of Loods26 and surroun-
dings, Phase 3

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.3. PHASE III
 -Masterplan of Phase III_ 1.500

In this case, the Hubbox will not be fully 
developed in two floors, although the pro-
fessional steel structure will be built for the 
two levels. It will not be until phase IV when 
this second level is implemented.
Therefore we will combine work with edu-
cation on the ground floor. Establishing 
exhibition and didactic centers within 
the old units closed by the brick walls on 
3 of its sides, and opening towards the new 
hubbox where the restoration projects are 
established together with the beginning of 
new and more sustainable designs.

This phase is a phase of experimentation, 
where the multidisciplinary nature of brin-
ging together education, with the construc-
tion and design of Boat, is being tested. It 
also links the population of Muide, with the 
experimentation and development of new 
ideas, the search for stakeholders for the 
new trade, and the projection into the fu-
ture as a didactic space where to study and 
become part of the shipbuilders’ guild.
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Image 105_Plan of the Phase III 
Ground floor 
Scale 1:500

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE III
 -Context Section _1.200

In the proposal we try to achieve the concept of 
permeability and reach out the an efficient im-
provement of the work on the restoration of 
the ships, which gives identity to the old port. 
But, -what happens outside the hubbox?
The most notable scenario is the intermediate 
space of Loods 26, which has been emptied of 
the old units 8 9 10 and 11. Four units transfor-
med into an open space.
It is here where we will gather the population 
for the different activities associated with the di-
fferent projects of the Village. In the case of the 
Topic: food, we bring together different farmers 
and local Muide producers weekly to buy and 
sell products of organic plant origin. It is about 
creating a empty plaza to host a big market or 
bazaar, uniting people under one roof. For that 
reason we encourage the inhabitants to take part

of the restauration of some wagons and carria-
ges for the stalls for the future market scenario. 
Also, it might serves as a space for lectures and 
conferences. This is the case of Topic Education, 
the school organizes a series of lectures, in the 
school itself, and also in Loods 26. 
This idea helps for presenting the different acti-
vities and trades that exist for the future of the 
strudents, proposing in our case, manual work 
with boats.
It may even serve as an artistic space, with an 
industrial and railway character, where the new 
system of tracks that connect both sides of the 
building can facilitate the transportation of the 
different pieces of art.
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Image 106_General Context 
Section of the mid-space
diaphanous area

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
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Image 107_Collage Perspective from the Eco-Boat, with a focus on the Market-Plaza, flexible space. 
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.3. PRODUCTIVE URBAN HUB - HUBBOX
4.3.2. PHASE III-IV
 -Ruptured Section Dry dock_1.200

Finally and immediately presenting Phase IV, 
together with phase III, we have created a sec-
tion that reveals both, the interior of the last unit 
(23) of the new warehouse after phase IV, and 
the dimensions and shape of the dry dock of the 
old port , located on the other bank of the Voor-
haven.We want to put the reader in context, and 
define the great differences between one Shi-
pyard and another. Since they do not have the 
same characteristics at all, and as it can be seen 
in the image, Loods 26, is not prepared to assist 
ships of the Port Service dimension.
That is why the most efficient, real and logical 
decision is to transform the Loods 26 space into 
a new system, which is committed to renewable 
energy and persues a future in connecting Ghent 
with the world through ecological boats for the 
transportation of people and goods.
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Image 108_Ruptured Section 
from the Dry dock to Loods 26 
across the canal

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 

The project proposal is sorted out in this 
last Phase.
We have already mentioned before that af-
ter phase III, the Ketels company becomes a 
new integrated sector in Loods 26.
The last old units, that have remained in 
Phase III, are now being demolished, the 
brick walls will disappear in favor of the 
new facilities from the last Hubbox. 
It has been built a total of 15 Hubbox that 
complete the New Loods 26, compared to 
the Old buildng of 23 units surrounded by 
dense brick walls.
During phase III, the upper level spaces of 
the Hubbox were in stand-by. Now is the 
moment where the educational proposal of 
the warehouse takes possession of the spa-
ces on the top floor. Thus creating a mix of 
functions between teaching and working on 
new Eco-Boat.
Phase IV in-long-term is proposed as a res-
ponse to the new ship design system, and 
the need to promote the expansion of these 
Boats through different means such as tea-
ching, acquiring knowledge and techniques 
in a professional manner, which implies the 
creation of new local jobs and a new life for 
Loods 26.
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Image 109_Sketch of the Evo-
lution of Loods26 and surroun-
dings, Phase 4

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4.1. PHASE IV MASTERPLAN_1.500
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Image 110_Complete Masterplan of the New Loods 26 Hub   Scale 1:500
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -Design & Repair Center, 
  Ground floor_1.250

Cooperation between the new hubbox units 
will be essential to understand the working 
mechanism. We will define and explain it 
from right to left on the image_111. Starting 
from the first hubbox, which hosts the es-
sential elments, the toilets, and the general 
storage of materials. 
The next pair of hubbox are carrying out 
the creation and experimentation activities 
with the pieces that will build up the new 
Boats. It is in here where we will be able to 
experience with the clusters of plastic bott-
les that make up the air gap for the Boats, 
or where we find 3d printers printing the 
pieces that will make up the supporting 
structure of our Ships.
The following hubboxes carry out activities 
related to mechanics and energy. As we are 
observing in the image, the achievement of 
the spaces is efficient and logical. First the 
storage, then the creation of the pieces, af-
ter that the energy and the internal mecha-
nisms ...
We will highlight the intermediate spa-
ces, the spaces where many of these func-
tions are carried out, where assembly tech-
niques are combined with the integration of 
mechanisms, motors, electricity, sanitation 
and supply systems...
Thanks to the re-use of the old train tracks 
we will be able to move along the warehou-
se moving the different parts and pieces of 
the ships from one hubbox to another. We 
also wanted to extend this system, where 
the tracks can cross the intermediate spa-
ces. The workers can do their job in an open 
field where any curious person can visua-
lly join and interact with it, facilitating the 
connection and cooperation between the 
Hubboxes.
Finally, the 3 hubbox on the left share the 
assembly, painting and finishing Area for 
the Ships. This interior space and the asso-
ciated exterior will be where the most fre-
quent repairs are made. In addition, the as-
sociated water spaces have been designed to 
improve the design and repair of the boats.
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Image 111_Repair and Design 
Workshops for the Eco-Boats

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -Educational Center, 
  Upper floor_1.250

The upper floor works in the same way, a 
logical and didactic linear system. In this 
case, the educational system begins, from 
right to left, with: The office, computer and 
information receiver area for the coopera-
tion through the Village network with other 
projects. This space works as a Panopticon, 
controlling from above everything that ha-
ppens around, since it is practically at a mi-
dpoint of Loods 26.
To the left of this space we can locate the 
first teaching spaces, the theoretical classes. 
Here are activities related to study, tests, 
exams, and different activities related to 
reading and media.
However, in the next Hubbox, there is a di-
fferent space, where the slab opens to see 
what happens on the ground floor (corres-
ponds to the mechanical area). This didactic 
space is focused on studio-practice. Where 
you can test studied prototypes, and receive 
practical lessons.
And finally, the space to the left of the wa-
rehouse, (to the south), is a purely practical 
area, where they demonstrate their most 
advanced skills within the repair system 
while learning. It is a Co-working space for 
the most advanced students.
These spaces on the upper floor are connec-
ted by walkways, which have two sections, 
an access, a passage section for the user 
and another where materials, pallets, and 
other elements related to the company are 
placed. These are placed from the ground 
floor to the upper level, thanks to the for-
klift truck that deposit the load easily in this 
section facing east.
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Image 112_Teaching center on 
the craft of sustainable Boats

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
Design & Repair Hubbox GF_Zoom_1.100
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Image 113_Repair Center  Ground Floor, detail-Zoom       Scale 1:100
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
Teaching Center Hubbox UF_ Zoom_1.100
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Image 114_Eduational Center Upper Floor, detail-Zoom Scale 1:100
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -Programatic System  

The internal program of each Hubbox and its 
function is reflected in the following diagram. 
We will see that it is divided into two zones. On 
the ground floor the most industrial production 
area is located on the left side (South). The area 
related to services and start-ups, more urban is 
located on the right side (North). In the middle 
we have the space that we have already talked 
about, diaphanous, flexible and versatile, which 
in this case we have represented on the plan the 
weekly market for the purchase and sale of local 
and agricultural products.
On the upper floor, corresponding to the most 
industrial working area, we have the didactic 
teaching area (South). On the other side, we see 
the residential area on top of the start-ups, 

where users live and work (North).
The communication of this upper floor will be 
through a corridor, which is traveled in a linear 
way, where the spaces will appear in a  transver-
sely way. Theses corridors are located to the East 
side of the building.
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Image 115_Scheme of the 
internal Program of the New 
Loods 26

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -Rhythm and Internal Mobility 
 

The rhythm will be a key factor in the unders-
tanding of the layout for both sides of the Hu-
bbox and ithe interior program. We have relied 
on the French and English sonnets and free 
rhythms, to find a common thread that helps in 
the design ing of spaces in their most simple and 
readable way. In the scheme of image 116 the use 
of the old railroad tracks and the new ones that 
we have incorporated are explained. Two types 
of goods come from the north, one that will go 
directly to the ships on the water for their sub-
sequent transportation, and the other directly 
from the village to the Hubbox for the creation 
and design of the new Eco-Boats

There are 5 cores of communication along Loods 
26. These elements follow the same linear sys-
tem of prefabricated stairs that are assembled on 
site with only one section, and elevators with 1 
or 2 doors (West-East orientation). For the fire 
safety the evacuation will always be  a path less 
than 25 meters from any point. In the residential 
area there are 2 stairs of 3 sections to tackle the 
fastest and most efficient evacuation.
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Image 116_Scheme of the 
Rhythm and Internal Mobility of 
the New Lood 26

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4.1. PHASE IV
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Image 117_Complete Exploded Axonometric view, New loods 26
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -East & West Elevations
   E_1.200

Above Image 118_ Complete 
West Elevation, water side

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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Below Image 119_Complete East 
Elevation, neighborhood side

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -East Longitudinal Section
   E_1.200

Throughout the totality of the building, 230 me-
ters of this Warehouse, we will be able to dis-
pense several roof slabs inside our Hubbox. Sin-
ce the own existing pitched roof will be the one 
protecting us from the external agents. 
This is the case for the terraces in the residential 
area, obtaining a greater sense of spaciousness.
The pitched roof of the old Loods 26, from 2020, 
possess large gaps facing north in several of its 
units, which offered light to the interior of the 
warehouse. We will continue this idea, restoring 
the gaps already marked by the old ship, and 
opening new others in the some of the  open 
spaces inside the hubboxes. In the market squa-
re, in the repair area and inside the residential 
area.
We will also incorporate solar panels on the enti-
re surface of the pitched roof facing the Southern 
orientation. Stored in underground with the use 
of batteries, which can help the autonomy needs 
of ecological boats on gray days.

Due to the large covered area of   more than 4,500 
m2, we can collect and channel rainwater, which 
will serve our building water supply, for exmple 
in the bathrooms of the residences and common 
services, as well as for irrigation. Even it might 
serve to store it and transfer it to other projects 
in the Village that demand more water for their 
crops.
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Image 120_Complete East 
longitudinal Section, West 
orientation

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
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Image 121_Collage Perspective from Slow Lane, focus on the residential and Start-ups Area
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -North Transversal Section
   E_1.100

Thanks to the interdisciplinarity and multi-
disciplinary that we have achieved in the new 
Loods 26, we can have a future where teaching 
and working are directly linked. The interrela-
tionship between the two disciplines is essential. 
Learn and Test. That is why this section is per-
haps the most significant of the project. At the 
same time, the job is being done by professionals 
for the design and creation of Eco-Boats on the 
ground floor of the Hubbox. Meanwhile on the 
top floor, teacher are giving lessons on how to 
become a professional in this area.
Furthermore, the direct eye contact from the 
Hubbox to the Harbor, where restoration and 
repair work is being carried out, is vital for the 
understanding of the students. This upper area 
is a privileged place to learn taking into account 
that everything the students see, through the 
hubbox, will be part of their future profession.
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Image 122_General Context 
Section of Phase IV Eco-Boat 
Repair System

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
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Image 123_Collage Perspective from Fast Lane, focus on the Boat Design & Repair Center
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
4.4.1. PHASE IV 
 -Design & Repair & Educational
  System, Detail Section_1.50
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Image 124_Detail Section Phase IV Design&Repair System + Education System  Scale 1:50
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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4. THE PROPOSAL 
4.4. NEW LOODS 26
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Image 126_Collage Interior Perspective from the Design & Repair System + Teaching on the Upper floor
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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CHAPTER 5:  THE MANUAL
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5. THE MANUAL
ANNEXED A5 BOOKLET
 -Details & Building System

The attached manual contains the basic informa-
tion for the construction of the different spaces 
from Loods26. This initiative aims to cooperate 
and understand the space as a collaborative wor-
kshop. It is a project where the user can develop 
new skills and share them with the community, 
always following the regulations established in 
this manual.  The Manual considers the different 
possibilities to create a space. These guidelines 
are not entirely strict on a formal level. It is a 
guide, it includes some tips and the only way to 
build this new space. The user will follow three 
basic Rules:  
-1. Follow the basic construction rules to reach 
the necessary qualities according to the regula-
tions and legislation of the Belgian construction 
technical code. You must reach the optimal con-
ditions of thermal and acoustic insulation. The 
finishing layer of the enclosure will be the only 
variable value. On the other hand you will need 
to follow the mandatory modus operandi of the 
different layers to be able to build the entire faça-
de, floors and ceilings for the different spaces.  
-2. The maximum and minimum measures of 
the spaces will appear in the manual, likewi-
se, the finishing material for the enclosure will 
come from the same provider, materials that can 
be reused from other perishable constructions. 
The material for the interior spaces envelope 
will be new material for its correct insulation, 
but ecological, in this case we will be built with 
ecological Micellium boards.  
-3. Cooperation is essential. Although the user 
by following this manual is self-sufficient to 
complete the construction of their space, The 
Manual aims the community to participate and 
help each other, either physically or by transmi-
tting knowledge and ideas for the optimization 
of the space. 

The manual is a basic tool-guide for the user, to 
understand the space, learn from the communi-
ty, share experiences and become self-sufficient 
in this new community.

LINK for the attached Manual: 
https:// issuu.com/frankavo21/docs/
booklet_manual

Images 127, 128_Reference 
from Bel Architecten, Handboek 
construction manual

By: Bel_Architecten

Source: https://www.bel-archi-
tecten.be/
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Images 129_Cover for the 
Manual of Loods 26 (See the 
complete manual on the LINK)

Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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5. THE MANUAL
ANNEXED A5 BOOKLET

 -Sample.1_See the complete 
  A5 Booklet Attached to this one

-LINK: https://issuu.com/frankavo21/
docs/booklet_manual
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Image 130_Example a5 pages from the Manual of Loods 26 (See the complete manual on the LINK)
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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5. THE MANUAL
ANNEXED A5 BOOKLET

 -Sample.1_See the complete 
  A5 Booklet Attached to this one

-LINK: https://issuu.com/frankavo21/
docs/booklet_manual
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Image 131_Example a5 pages from the Manual of Loods 26 (See the complete manual on the LINK)
Drawn by Frank A.V.O
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6. CONCLUSION

The Loods 26 project exposes the real problems 
of society. There is discrimination and inequity 
towards the peripheral areas and their people. 
The new harbor of Muide is part of the city’s 
economy, and yet it is in a decaying state. A mu-
nicipality that if we forget about it, would end 
up becoming just an industrial production area, 
erasing from the map all its history, its inhabi-
tants and the life in it.
The proposal has sought to amend the mistakes 
from the past and correct them, in order to 
achieve a sustainable future, without losing the 
identity of the place. Adapting to the existing si-
tuation has always been our leit-motiv, therefore 
Loods 26, evolves to become part of the city with  
a new open, efficient and sustainable building.

The greatest difficulty of the project lies in how 
to treat this privileged space, with a direct con-
nection with the canal’s water. The idea of   recon-
version and restoration of the warehouse itself 
and its deplorable conditions is essential. That 
is the reason why  we will try to go back in time 
and bring the original image of the open and 
permeable Warehouse.

Image 1_Sketch from the first 
day of the future idea for Loods 
26

Drawn by Frank A.V.O

The Productive Urban Hub bring to Muide: an 
influx of people to the new facilities of Loods 
26; the revitalization of the old port of Muide; 
the integration of an ecological mobility system 
for Muide and the City; the interaction with the 
neighborhood and its people; a new educational 
system based on naval history; new jobs and 
start-ups and finally the possibility of living, 
working, and cooperating in the same field in or-
der to re-educate society towards a better future.
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Procedure Self-Installations Simple Heating floor:
LINK: https://fegeca.com/suelo-radiante/Proceso_de_instalacion_y_mantenimiento_SAUNIER_DUVAL_-2017.pdf

Electric installation:
LINK: http://www.netzmafia.de/skripten/hardware/Elektro/Elektroinstallation.html

False Ceiling, Housing:
LINK: https://isolana.es/como-montar-un-falso-techo-pladur/

False Ceiling, Acoustic insulation:
LINK: https://sdgconstructiontechnology.com/acoustic-ceiling-insulation/acoustic-ceiling-insulation-3/

-Book- Modern Underfloor Installation Handbook by Andrew Watts, 2018

-Book- Finishing layers, flooring, painting & walls
LINK: https://books.google.be/books?id=fvJKDAAAQBAJ&pg=PA388&lpg=PA388&dq=underfloor+convector+3d&sour 
  ce=bl&ots=gvWjLfuldp&sig=ACfU3U3or5mpMiG_euyhfRXiCtaNBL4CkQ&hl=es&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiK8NG 
               NxKHpAhWM_aQKHRknDJoQ6AEwDnoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=underfloor%20convector%203d&f=false 
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